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I. INTRODUCTION 

The goal of modern internal combustion ene;ine designers 

is to develo~ a light-weight, high performance, but inex-

pensive eJ161ne. To reach this goal a very accurate esti-

mation of the stress~s in the engine members is required. 

A f acto1· oi' sat"ety has been a;t.plied to lieaign works 

since Lhe uevelopment of the art of analytical stress analy-

sis. A large .L'1:1ctor or safety is used 1.t.' 11 ttle infol'mation 

about th~ actual working stresses in the machine member to 

be designed is known. 'l'hererore an optimU.ta design cannot 

be reached unless the actual stresses are known. The experi-

mental stress analysis is developed in 01·deI' to determine 

the actual wo1•king stresses in a machine member. However, 

the expe1•imental dete1:m.ination of the st1·ess cannot bE:l 

Cal'l'ied out until the machine member is designed : nd w.ade. 

rr a compm·ison between the stresses obtained by analytical 

method and by experimental method is made, the comparison 

can be used in 1·etu1 n, to imp1~ove the new design. 

I11 the l~b8 winter quarter, the Wl'iter took a crank-

shut't design subject in the course, Intei·nal Combustion 

Enr-,ine Desi(;n, inst1·ucted by P1•ofessor c, E. ~"l·ent of the 

Mectrnnical. En;_,ineering Department at the Viz·ginia Polytechnic 

Institute. The w1·i ter- became interested at that time in 

finding c;Ut; what t~he actuf1l stress would be if the designed 
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crankshai't were put into ope1··ation. The idea was then 

carried out and became the subject of this thesis. 

Several experimental methods for determining stresses in 

a 1nachine member have been developed. and applied successful-

ly. one 01' these methods utilizes electrical resistance 

strain 0 nges. The elt:lctrical resistance strain g8_ge is 

particul8l'ly useful in stress a.l.alysis work on an engine be-

cause of its negligible weight and aize. The str~in gage 

u~ay be applied to parts which would be inaccessible with 

othe1· gages, and senses the strain directly without any 

api:-'reciable influence on the stress in t~he engine member. 

EKperimental stress analyse~ have been made on crank-

shaft oi' inte1·nal combustion engines by previous investi-

gators, but no comparison to analytiCE:.tl results was found 

in the writer's review of literature. It was. theI'ef'ore, 

decidea to make such a comparison. 
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II REVIEW 01'" LITERATURE 

The work done by previous investigators gives an in-

valuable guidance to later invest!gato1•s. The literature 

review o.t'1'ered the writer a 1'0unde.tion and direction in 

"Which to carry out his invvtigation for this thesis. It 

is swnmBl•ized below: 

A. Expe1·imental methods for determining stresses in 

the crankshs.1't ot an internal combustion ent.ine ---- Since 

stress is the force per unit area in a body, stress 

itself is not a quantity Which oan be measured directly. 

Howeve1·, Hook's Law: provides that within the elastic 

limit 01' a certain mater·ial the deformation of a body 1a 

propol'tional to the 1'01•ce actine; on it, that is, the 

stress in a body is p1•opor·tional to the strain or the body. 

Thus, tr1e met.hods of measuring strains c&.n be applied to 

determine stresses. 

The methods 01' measuring strains as olassi1'1ed by Mr. B. 

F. Lani:_<;e1· o1' the Westinghouse Electric Company included the 

.following: 

Mechanical 

(l) direct 

(;:~} bl•ittle lacquel' 

(3} scratch gage 



( 4) pneumatic 

(5) mechanical multiplication 

Ovtical 

(l) mio1·osoope 

(2) mirror 

(3) slit or grating 

(4) polarized light 

(5) photography 

Electrical 

(l) resistance 

(2) inductance 

(3) capacitance 

(4) piezo-electric effect 

(5) voltage generation 

(6) vacuum tube with movable element 

Each ot the above methods is best suited for a particular 

i'ields of application. The method Lhat should be chosen 

ctevenc1s on the ob jeot to be investigated. Howeve1 .. , " The 

eluotric resistance strain gugo is a ve1·y V!:iluable and power-

1'ul tool .t:or measw'ement in that it not only enables measure-

ments to be made in inaccessible places but also e£f ects to 

the .minimum quantity being measw"ed. i:
2 

Experimental deter·mination of the stresses in the crank-

shaft ,,f an inte.i.·nal combustion engine has been carried out 

by many 1nvestigato1·s. one oi' these investigations made on 
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the crankshs.Ct of a Wright R-1U26-73 aircraft engine was 

carried out by Mr. Douglas P. Walstrom at the N.A.C.A. 

Cleveland Laboratory. 3 In this investigation Bakelite 

bonded wire strain g:, ges made 0£ Iso-elastic wire and 

Auvance wire were installed on the i'Pont hali' or the crank-

shaft, and the connecting V4irea we1·e brought out through the 

oil fJB.Ssages and connected to slip-1·ings at the rear of the 

enbine. A ~huatstone-briuge and a l~ channel moving coil 

oscillog.i•aph wer·e used as recording uevioes. Strains were 

measured while the engine was driven by the dymamometer 

thl·oubh a range of speeds 6 and ulso with the ent;ine operat-

ing unde1• its own power through a range 01' speeds and powers. 

The £ollowing rem.ai•ks are quoted f'1·ora. the report: 

11 Bonded Wire strain guges applied to the acceusible 

.iJaI'ts of the operating crankshaft make possible the follow-

ing: 

(1) measurement of actual !J6Wc stress 

(2) separ· ation of stresses into bending, torsional, 

and tensile stresses. 
3 (3) analysis of the 1'orce a.11vlied to the crankshaft". 

In another investigation on the effect of torsional 

Vib1•atlon, the Tol'sional Vib:t•ation Col.illtlittee 0£ the SAE War 

Engineei•ing Board4used eleotrioal i•esistanoe strain gages 

to meusure the actual stresses in the c1"ankshaft of a six 

cylinder• inte1·nal combustion o~ine. SR-4 st1•ain gages 
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WeI·e attached to the crankshaft by Dupont or Bakelite cement 

at the crankweb, crank pin, and fillets. The leads of the 

gages were taken out from the rotating shaft through oil 

holes. B1 means of slip-rings and brushes the gage output was 

transmitted to the instruments. The Wheatstone-bridge was 

used, and the signal·s from the strain guges were amplified by 

a R.C.A. 8.lllplifier, displayed on a b inch screen Dwnont 

cat.hode-ray osci.lloscope, ana recorded by a camera. 

B. The development of electrical resistance strain 

gEi.ges --- It may be interesting to note that carbon was the 

first kind o1' material used 1'or electr·ical resistance strain 

gliges. .Mt·. Claude M • .Hathaway in a paper5 gave the follow-

ing statement on the deTelopment of the strain gage. 

" In 1935 Mr.-. Hull of the Genei· al Electric Company in-

vented the carbon-strip resistance gvge, which he made by 

pa.in ting a small strip ot pa.per with India ink. He :found 

that 11' this strip wer·e cemented to e. member in which strain 

was to be aeaaured, he could measure the strain by measuring 

variations in resistance ot the strip. This gage was used 

aucoesslully by Hull in measuring strain concentrations in 

!'illeta on ste8Dl turbine shafts. • • • • • • • • • • While reading F. 

w. Bridgman•s book on the phYs1cs of high pressure, the 

author• s attention was called to the strain-resistance 

cha.i·acte1·istics of certain metals, and this lead to an at-
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tempt to measure strain by cementing a fine 1.'ilam.ent or 

wire grid to the member unde:i.' test. This was done in 1937 

and the experiment had practical possibilities, but that 

considerable development work would be necessa!'y to ob-

tain electronic equipment o!' su!'f1c1ent sensitivity and 

stability to render this type of gage practical for general 

use "• 

The development 0£ the metallic wire resistance strain 

gage was conti·ibuted by many investigators and companies, 

but the Baldwin-Lina·liamilton Corporation holds all patents 

on the ma.nu!'actur·e and ap_plication o1' the bonded eleot1"'ical 

resistunce ~train gages in the Unitod States .. 6 The first 

two commercial strain guges were built about June,1939. 

c. The selection or strain gages --- The factors that 

should be considered in choosing the proper strain gage as 

given by Mr. John TaI·boxS included the .t'ollowing: 

(l) Area of measurement 

(2) Stress amplitude 

(3) Complexity of stress 

( 4) Strain 1'1·equency 

( 5) 'l1het•mal conductivity of the mem.be1• to be measured 

(6) Tetil!Jerature range 

(7) 'l'emperature change 

(8) Humidity 
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Item (1) determines the required size 01: the gage; item 

{2) dete1·mines the required gage £actor; item. (3) determines 

the arrangement o.t' the wire gird; and items (4) to (8) de-

termine the material or the wire. 

D. Methods of maintaining elect1·ioal contact --- A means 

of oomm.unication between the strain guges and the instr•uments 

recording the strain is necessary when resistance w1r·e strain 

gages w•e used to measure strains. Slip-rings and b1•ushes, 

or some other types or sliding contact are most commonly 

used as such a means 01' communic~tion for measuring dynamic 

st1·ain on a rotating member. 

An investigation on the pe1·formanoe 01: slip-ring and 

bi·ush systems 1'01"' use in detei·mining actual operating 

stresses in a rotating shaft system have been made by Francis 

J. Dut~e, Franklyn w. Philli~s, and Richard H. Kemp at the 

N.A.C.A., Cleveland Laboratory. 9 The following statements are 

quoted .from their report. 

n Test 1-·esults 01' the -slip-ring and brush comb1nat.ions 

rated as the most pri::cticble i·or· use in c1.l•cu1ts to measure 

dynwn.1.c strain a.I•e as 1'ollows: 

(l) Plate-brass slip-rings and silver-graphite brushes 

{~) Monel-metal sl11,-ring and ail ve1·-gr ''Phi te brushes 

(3) Shim-b1· ass slip-1• ings and silver graph1 te brushes 

{4) Inconel slip-ring and silver g1•a.phite brushes 

(5) Silver-plated slip-ring and soft carbon brushes." 
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" The results of th~se tests were utilized in the 

ctesign o'f: a slip-1~1ng and brush system that performed 

satisfactorily in a crar.ksh.ai't and connecting-rod stress 

measuring application." 

" A good slip-ring system tor measuring dynamic strains 

can hnve an appreciable voltage drop, but it is important 

that the drop remain constant within very close limits." 

" It should be noted that the ratio of slip-ring and. 

brush interfert:ince to strain-gage signal varied inversely 

as the guge resistance, the gage strain-sensitivity taotor, 

and ranc;e of strain at the point where the gage is mounted. 

This same ratio is not ai'f ected by changes in gage current. 

An improvement in the performance o! a slip-ring and brush 

system can thus be eft'ected by increasing the guge resistance, 

gage factor, hnd 1·ange of strain ". 

E. Analytical methods or determining stresses in a orank-

shai't --- Various methods, theor·ies and .formulas have been 

developed to solve problems involving stresses sid strains 

in ma.chine members. These methods and formulas have been 

~resented by many authors in text-books, papers, and lectur-

es, and oe.n by used to compute the stresses and straim in a 

crankshaft. However•, because or the complicated nature of 

the st1•ains imposed upon a crankshaft, an exact stress 

analysis is i1upractioal. 
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Certain assumptions, 8.1Jproximations, and idealized oon-

<ii tions are made to solve the stress problems in crankshatt 

design. For instance, the load on a sleeve bearing is 

ei thel' considered to be a concentrated load at the center 

ot the bearing, or considei·ed to be a uni.foI'mly distributed 

load over the entire length of the bearing; the stresses on 

crankwebs, crankpins, journals, etc., are computed by analy-

sing -vhe loe.da at a portion of the er Hnl{sha1't instead o.f 

talcing 'L..he whole shaft and analysing all the loads simul-

taneously. Therefore ,the analytical determination of the 

stresses in crankshaits 1s an approximation. But since the 

analytioa.l method is necessar~ i'or the purpose of design, 

how close the analyticnl method can predict the actual 

stress is important. 

In his review of lite1·ature, the writer found that no 

comparison between the analytical determination of crank-

shaft stresses and experimental detel'm1nation of crankshaft 

stresses has been made. It is .IJ!'obably because the com-

plicated 1'ea.tures of a crankshaft system and the complexity 

o.f t.:.he loading conditions make it impossible to apply one 

analytic~l method to all kinds of shafts. 

F. The effect of: vibration on cx•ankshat't stresses ---

There are two distinct kinds of vibrations that are present 

in a l't:Cipi·ocating engine: 

(l) Vib1·ation due to the engine as a whole because ot 
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the unbalanced forces of its moving parts. 

(2) Vibz•ation due to deflections und distortions in the 

material of the component perts of the engine. 

As f.'ai· as crankshaft vibrations ai·e concel'ned,, torsional 

vibrution is Lhe main thing that should be considered. Many 

f.'ailures of crankshai't have been traced to abnormal vibration 

at critical speeds. As mentioned by Mr. J. Ormondroyd in 

1931 in a paper~O " Engineers are creating more poweri'ul 

inte1·nal combustion engines by increasing operating speeds. 

At the swue time, and partly because of this,, the ratio of 

weit.._,ht to power is being make sma.llex• and smaller. These 

two tendencies i1ave emphasized the problem of torsional 

critic al speeds in this type of prime mover. Today, there 

are few internal combustion eni;ine systems which do not have 

at least one danger·ous or annoying torsional critic al speed 

in the running range." Therefore ,the determination of 

critical S!Jeed as we11 as the deteI'mination o1' the crank-

shal't stress induced at resonance are important to crankshaft 

However, because of the complicated features of the 

cranksha1't, no mathematical method can be api.,lied to evaluate 

the effect of vibration unless the shaft is reduced to an 

equival.ent system. The tYPe oi' an equivalent system is de-

J:Jenuent on the system being considered. 'rhere are three 

types of.' equival.ent system which can be ap,t.lled with satia-
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factory results: 

(l) Concentrated-mass system --- 11he equivalent system 

is obtained by conside1·ing the moving masses at each cylinder 

and other large compact parts as concentz·ated masses con-

nected by elastic sha1'ts having no mass. 

(2) Uni£01·m-sha.ft system --- The equivalent system is 

obtuined by avei·aging the various masses distributed along 

1:.he shaft of t.he installation into a number of connected 

unifor·m shafts having both mass and elasticity. 

(3) Combination equivalent system --- The equivalent 

system is one which uaes any combination of concentrated 

masses und elastic shafts with mass. 

When the inertia force, the stiffness factors and the 

damping 1actors of the actual system are known and the 

actual system is reduced to an equivalent system, the 

following quantities can be computed: 

(l) The natural frequencies of torsional vibration. 

(2) The peak &mlJlitudes or stresses at synchronism 

between the natural rrequencies of the torsional vibration 

~1nd the distw·bing torque impulses. 

(3) The forced vibration amplitudes or stresses at 

various frequencies of the disturbing impulses. 

The f ollowlng methods can be used to calculate the 

stresses induced by to1•siona.l vibration: 

(1) Solve directly the differential equations set up 
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for the system. 

(2) Holzer table 

(3) Lewis polar diagram 

( 4) Vector method 

(5) Mobility method 

(ti) Electrical analogy o.1' m.echttn1cal system 

The natw•ul frt)quency and. undamped J:orced vibration 

calculations for concenti~ated muss .:;;:.;.uivalent systellls az•e 

usually Cbl"•ried out by using a Holzer table, while the solu-

tion .for the uru.rorm-sha.t't equivalent system may be carried 

out graphically by usin~ Lewis poler diagram. 

The peak amplitude of torsional deflection when the 

crankshaft system is at resonance de,pends on the damping 

factors and the impulse !'or•ces. Operation at a C!'i tical speed 

results in aeflections due to free vibration adding to the 

deflections f1·om the exciting torque impulses until internal 

1'riction in (,he shaft mater·ial and the external friction 

such as that in the shaft bearings vnd t.hat due to the piston 

tru·ust, will consume the equivalent of Lhese torque impulses 

and the gi .. owth of the de!lections Will stop, thus reaching 

their maximum. 

An investiJ;ation on the effect of torsional vibra-cion of 

an 1nter·nal combustion en;~~ine cranksha1't has been carried 

out by the To1·sional Vibration CoLi.llnittee o1' the SAE War 

~.ineerintS Boru·d .t:or tne use of the U. s. Navy. The 
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following remark is quoted from the report of the 1nvest1-

gation. 

" The strain and stress vnlues thus obtained ( by ex-

pei·1mental methods ) check well with the stresses calculat-

ed on the base of horse,µower delivered a.nd the rpm. In 

a reaciily calculable system. vib1•atory st1'ess values obtain-

ed by using the magnetic pick-up agree reasonably well with 

the stresses obtained by means of strain ga.ges 11 •
12 
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III THE INVESTIGATION 

A. Object of the Investigation 

The object or the investigation was to compare 

the stresses in the crankshaft of an inte:r·nal combustion 

engine as determined analytically and experimentally in 

order to study the aet,;ree of accuracy with which the analy-

tical methods used in the crankshaft design would predict 

the actual o:perating str•esses in the cran.Kshaft. 

The two methods !'or determining crank:sha.1't stresses 

namely, the analytical method and the experi111ental method, 

were compared by a set of curves using the following coordi-

nates: 

(l) Stress versus angular ~osition of the crankshaft. 

(~) .Peak stress versus engine speed. 

B. Method of Procedure 

The investigation was divided br1e1'ly into two parts:--

the analytical and the expe.t•imeni;al. The procedure of: the 

invesl:.igation is outlined in the diag.t•e.m shown in Fig. l. 



Analytical procedure 

Measure the dimensions 
anrl weights of the 
shaft and the related 
parts 

derive an e~uivalent 
elastic system for 
the crankshaft and 
the related parts 

-21-

calculate the 
stresses in the 
crankshaft 

calculate 
the natural 
freriuency 
of torsional 
vihration 

plot 
stresses 
vs. engine 
speed 
cnrves 

plot stresses 
versus crank-
angl e curves 

Experimental procedure 

Apply the strain gages 
to the shaft and set 
up the apparatus and 
the instrnments 

record the 
cylinrler 
pressure 

plot stresses 
versus crank-
angl e curves 

test 

record strains 

calculate 
stresses 

plot stresses 
versus engine 
speecls curves 

comparison 

determine 
the natural 
frequency o 
torsional 

Fi~. l The outlined p1ocedure of the investigation 
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l. The Procedure tor the Experimental Method 

(a) PI•eliminary to the engine teat: 

The following points were considez·ed betore the 

test was CSl·ried out. 

(1) The principle or stress dete1~mination --- Actu-

ally, the stresses in the crankshaft were not recorded 

directly, but we1·e calculated 1'rom the st1•ains by as-

suming that the p1•operty o.1' the mate1·ial of the shaft 

followed Hooke's Law. The sti·ains on the surface of the 

cranksha.ft were sensed by strain g~iges. 

The strain gages were made of thin foil or small 

wire. The thickness o1' the foil or the diameter of the 

wire was in the vicinity of one thousandth of an inch. 

When a strain gi ge was cemented to a machine pHrt, and 

the machine part was put unue1· a load, the thin t'oil of 

the gage would be stretched or compressed as the machine 

part was de1'ormed under t.he load. The geometrical and 

yhy sical de1'01·mations o.1' the foil caused a change in 

1 ts electrical resistance. 'i'he electl•ica.1 resistance ot 
the gage increased when L.he gage was stretci:1eu and de-

creased when it Wt•S compressed. The chanbe in electric-

al :resistance was due mainly to the change of the cross-

sectional area and the change or the total length of the 

grids or the gage, and the r~lation between the defer-
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mation of the gage and the resistance change in the 

gage was given by the formula: 

~R/R = G•aL/L 

where R.: normal gage resistance (ohm] 

6R =change in resistance (ohm] 

L =gage length (inch] 

.a L = change in gage length (inch ] 

G =a constant, gage factor 

If the gage was cemented tightly to the machine 

part, AI/L was equal to the unit strain on the machine 

part along the axis of the gage. Thus, when the gage 

factor was known and the resistance change was detected 

by elect1'ical instrument, the stI•ain and the stress could 

be calculated. 

Since a single strain gage was only sensitive to 

strains along 1 ts axis, two or more gages were required 

when the ma.chine part under- inves~igation was subjected 

to a biaxial load, or a combination of tension, bending, 

and torsion. Aftw the strains along d11"1'erent axes were 

reco1•cied the p1·incipal stress could bu calculated. Also, 

with vat·ious arrangements of the gages and the electrical 

cil~cui t, it waa possible to separate a combined anu com-

plex strain pattern into sevei·ul simple oo.nponents. 

(2) The selection of the engine ---- Any kind ot re-
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cip1·ocating internal combustion engine could be used as 

the apparatus for the test in this investigation. The 

1'ow·-stroke gasoline engine which had a comparatively 

broad field of application was chosen. Also, since the 

engine must be taken apart in order to apply the strain 

gages on the crankshaft, it was preferable to use a small 

6rl{:,1ne to save time and labor in handling 1 t. A lt horse-

powei•, single cylindtI', &ir cooled, !'our-stroke, gasoline 

en<'.,ine was selected. The specifioalions of the engine 

are given in Appendix A. 

(3) 'l'he selection of the strain gages --- There were 

two classes of electrical resistance strain gages availa-

ble; one made of Constantan or Nictu·ome V wire, ( also 

in 1'01·m of foil). and the other made of Iso-elaatic wire. 

The Iso-elastio wire gage had a larger gr ge factor and 

was more sensitive to tenl.l_,ei·ature variation, while the 

Constantan or Nichrome V wire guge was less sensitive 

to temperat~re Vliriation and had a lowe1· gage factor. 

Since the crankshaft was operating under a dynamic 

load, the Isoelastic wire gage was mo1•e sui tgble than the 

Constantan wire gago. Howeve1·, because the crenksha1't 

was small and the surface on which the strain gages 

would be located was extremely limited, the size of the 

gagos was also a significant factor. Furthermore, the 

stresses unde1~ investigation wei>e combined stresses, 
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there1'ore, rosette form gages were required. 

In a review of the manufacturers• catalogs, the 

writer found that no suitable rosette g~ge made of Iso-

elastio wire could be selected to meet the requiz·ements. 

The gages finully selected were Constantan foil gages 

which wei·e made o!' thin foil 1.JY photo-etching techniques. 

Jt"loil gages have the followine improved characte.i:·istios 

over the wire gHges: 

(a) High longitudinal strain sensitivity 

(b) Low transverse strain sensitivity 

( o) High !'atigue 11!'e 

{ d} Extreme J.'lexibili ty which means that they can 

be E.1.pf.ilied to shal'·ply curved sur1'aces. 

The selected gages were in a 90° rosette configura-

tion. As shown in Pig. 2 in large scale, each z·oaette 

gage was co1uposed 01' two individual gage~, and each in-

dividual gage had a 120-ohm resistance, a g::::ge length 

01' one-eight oi: an inch, and a gage !'actor oi: 2.1. 

{4) The locations of the struin gages on the crank-

shaft --- The location o!' the strain gages on the crank-

sha!'t is shown in Fig. 3. As ei1own in the 1'1gure, two 

90° rosette gages containing the individual gages 1,2, 

3, and 4 were applied on the shaft near the flywheel. 

The axis of each individual gage was orientated at a 
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Gage length 

Gage 1 

Leads 

LJ 

\ 

Xll'I 2 

\ 
\.___Constantan foil 

Gage 2 

'\_Bake 1 i te . backing 

FIG. 0 A schematic drawing of the selected strain gages 
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45° angle with the axis or the shaft. ( The purpose of 

such an orientation is explained in A£.>pendix c. ) These 

g&ges were used to investigate the effect of the .fly-

wheel on the magnitude of the stresses in the crankshaft. 

As shown in the same figure, two other guges b and 6 

wer·e ap~lied on the cre.nkweb of the crankshaft. 1.rhese 

gr ges wei•e used to investigate the e.f:f eot or engine power 

on the stresses or the cranksh~rt. 

(5) The method ror transmitting signals from the 

strain gages to the recording instruments --- The slip-

ring and brush system was selected to m~intain an elec-

trical contact between the rotating gages e.nd the station-

Bl.'Y instr·uments recording the signals .1'1·om the gages. 

In order to avoid the detr·imental effects of the lubri-

cating oil on the contact suri'aoes between the rings and 

the brushes, the sliv-ring and brush unit was put out-

side 01' the crankcase. The sli1J-rirlg'3 were attached to 

the ends o1~ the crankshaft as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 

The slip· i·ing and bl'ush uni ts shown in lt,igs. 4 and 

5 were miniature slip-·ring and brush units manufactured 

by the Poly-Scientific Corporation, ~lacksburg, Va. 

The rings weI·e me.de of coin gold and were mounted on 

a plastic shaft l/8 inch in d1814eter. The brushes were 

made or alloy steel wire of .oo7 inch in diameter. 
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Dearin oil seal 

Gear 

Crank-case 

Slip-rin7 
Brush 

Drush mount 

Scales l :1 

Fig.4 The attachment of the slip-rings to the crankshaft 
and the passage for the leads. 
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Hole 

Slip-rings 

Flywheel 

Stridn gages 

Groove 

Cam 

Bearing 

Crank 
shaft 

Fig.5 The attachment of the slip-rings to the crankshaft 
and the passage for the leads. ( Some members are 

omitted from the figure to simplify the illustration) 
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one end of the brushes was attached to a plastic block 

while the free end of the cantilever beam rested on the 

slip-ring. The average noise level ( the VaJ•iation of 

contact resistance ) was about l mill1-ohm. 

(ti) The electric circuits used 1'or detecting strain 

signals It is well known that if the resistance of 

one arm of a balanced Wheatstone- bridge circuit changes, 

the bridge is unbalanced. The unbalanced voltage across 

the bridge is indicated by a galvanometer. Thus, the 

resistance changes in a strain gage can be detected if' 

the gage is connected to a Wheatstone-bridge circuit. 

With a proper scale the galvanometer can be calibrated 

to indicate the magnitude or the strain directly. 

Also, if two or more gages are connected to a Wheatstone-

bridge, the unbalanced voltage indicated by the galvano-

meter is a resultant of the individual voltages c~used 

by the individual gages. Thus, the magnitude and the 

pI'operty of the resultant voltage de,t.;end upon the ar-

rangement o1' the guges and the magnitude and diraction 

of the resistance change in each individual gage. Three 

types of arrangement 01' the strain gages in the Wheatstone-

bridge are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Each arrangement has 

e. different stress to detect. 

In Fig. 6(a) gages 1 1 2,3, and 4 form the arms of the 
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bridge.. This bridge ia only senat1 tve to torsional 

loads tranami tted through the she.ft .• 

In Fig. 6(b) gages l and 2 are connected in series 

to t'orm one ar·m or the bridge while gages 3 and 4 are 

also connected in series to form another arm of the 

bridge. Resistances A and B are some constant resistances 

used to complete the bz·idge. In this arrangement the 

bridge is only sensitive to the bending lo~d imposed on 

l-he shaf't. 

The bridge shown in Fig. 6(0) is a.r·range:i for de-

tecting axial loads only. In this cil·cuit ga.ges 1,2,3, 

and 4 are connected in seI'ies and form one arm of the 

bridge. Resistance A, B, and C a.re some constant re-

sistances used to complete the br·id.ge. 

Since the same gages had to be w:•ranged in three 

dif£erent circuits, aa previously mentioned, a switch 

system was required to facilitate the shift from one 

circuit to another. The switch system is shown in Fig. 

11. 

(7) The recording instrwn.6nts --- In addition to 

the basic galvanometer, various elect1·onic instruments 

can be used to indicate and register the unbalanced 

voltage across a Wheatstone-br•idge circuit. An oscil-

loscope was used for this purpose in this investigation. 
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2 

The Wheatstone-bridge circuit used to 
detect · torsional stresses 

Gage 4 

(b) The Wheatstone-bridge circuit used to 
detect bending stresses 

(c) The Wheatstone-bridge circuit used to 
detect stresses due to axial thrust 

F i I' . 6 The c i r c n i t a r r an g e "1 e n t s o f th c s tr a i H "' :tr· e s 
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~' __-G 

(a) The Wheatstone-hrid~e circuit used 
to detect bending stresses 

(b) The Wheatstone-bridge circuit used 
to detect axial stresses 

(c) The Wheatstone-bridge circuit used 
to detect total stresses along the 
axis of the related strain gage. 

Fig. 7 The circuit arrangements of the strain gages 
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Since the output voltage .from the Wheatstone-

bridge was not high enough to operate the oscilloscope, 

the signals f1·om the bridge had to be amplified before 

they entei-·ad the oscilloscope. A bridge-ampli.fier which 

was particularly designed for the application of strain 

gages was used. The amplifie1• contained an amplifying 

circuit, a bridge circuit, a calibrating circuit, a 

me~sw·ing circuit, some adJustible resistance, and 

batteries. 

When the amplified unbalanced voltage entered the 

oscilloscope, it caused a vertical deflection of the 

cathode-ray, anci the ray displaced a vez·tical trace on 

the fluorescent screen 01' the cathode-ray tube. Since 

~he height of the deflection is linearly vroportional 

to ·t.he unbalanced voltage, the de1'lect1on of the ray 

is also linearly v1·opor tional to the strain. With a 

p1·ope1• sea.le the vertical displacement of the cathode-

ray was culibrated to indicate the strain diI•ectly. 

In addition to the vertical displacement, the cathode-

ray also dj.splaced horizontally. The horizontal sweep 

was produced by an oscillator circuit built into the os-

cilloscope. This circuit produced a saw-tooth fo1·m os-

cillation voltage on the horizontal deflection plates of 

the cathode-ray tube and causeithe spot on the fluores-

cent screen to start at the left-hand aide of the field 
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moving from le.ft to x·1ght at a constant velocity and 

then to return almost instantf:lneously to the left to 

repeat the travel. •.rhere.fore, the ho1·izontal sweep ot 
the cathode-r 8 y provided a time abscissa with which to 

co1·relate t.ue ver·tically displaced strain signal. By 

synchl·onizing the engine speed with the horizontal 

sweep time o:l' the cathode-ray, a strain ver·sus crank 

angle curve could be recorded directly. 

In orc.iel' to initiate the horizontal sweep o! the 

SJ.Jot on the oscilloscope at the same pr·ecise ,t--oint in 

the e?'l,:,ine cycle, en external trigge1· ing device was 

used in addition to the automatic oscillator circuit 

as previously mentioned. The trigger·ing device was 

composed of a trigger-pin mounted on the camshaft or the 

engine and a stationary inductive coil. A voltage 

pulse was generated when the magnetic field sm·round-

ing the inductive coil was dis.turbed by the tr1gger--

!-'1n passing by. This voltage pulse was put in to the 

oscilloscope to staz·t the horizontal sweep of the 

cathoae-1•ay. The trigger-pin a.nu the inductive coil 

were mounted at such a relative ~osition that a 

sharp voltage pulse was gene1•ated. when the piston or 
the engine was at the top-dead-center position be.fore 

the power stroke. Since the trigger-pin was mounted on 

the camsha!'t, a voltage pulse was generated at each 
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complete engine cycle. With this trigge:i.·ing device, 

the trace 0£ the cathode-z•ay al.ways started at the 

left side of the f luoreacent screen as soon as the power 

stroke of the engine began, then it dis~laced the strain 

signal vertically while it was sweeping at a constant 

velocity to the right. 

The trace which was displaced by the cathode-ray 

on the oscilloscope was recoz·ded by a specially adapted 

polaroid-land c&mera. 

A yressure indicator was used to indicate the gas 

pressures in the cylinder of the engine. The indicator 

contained a sensing tube attached to a metal diaphragm. 

The sensing tube was composed oi.' a thin wall tube, and 

two lOOO-ohm strain gages attached to the outside suri:ace 

of the metal tube. When the metal diaphragm. wns deform-

ed under the cylinder pressure, it compressed the sensing 

tube and changed the resistance o:f the attached strain 

gages. Signals corresponding to the cylinde1• pressure 

were recorded by the same electric circuits and instru-

ments as previously described. 

(8) The system for en6ine control --- Since the stress-

es in the crankshaft of the engine were investigated at 

various conditions, a control system was required to ad, ... 

just the eflbine luad and engine s1;eed. 
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The control system consisted of a direot current 

generator, a resistance rack, a rheostat, and a recti-

1'1er. When the generator was driven by the engine, it 

converted the power delivei·ed by the engine into electri-

cal ene1•gy, then the elec tr1cal energy was converted in-

to heat through the resistance rack and the rheostat. 

Thus,by changing the total resistance across the resist-

ance rack and the rheostat, the engine load and the engine 

speed could be adjusted. Also, When the generator was 

oonneotea to an electric power source, it became a motor 

and was used to drive the engine. In this arrangement 

the resistance rack and the rheostat were used to ad-

just the speed or the generator. The rectifier was used 

to supply direct current. 

(b) The arrangement ot the apparatus and the 1nstruments1 

(l) The application of the strain gages to the 

surface of the crankshaft --- As shown in F1g.2 the 

thin foil or the strain gage was cast in a backing 

matei•ial Bakelite. This backing mate1"'1al and the gage 

1 tselt were attached to the sui•f ace of the shaft by 

cement. A cement which has the same prope1·ties as the 

backing mate1·1al ( and is also named Bakelite Cement ) 

was used. In orde1· to ensure a propei~ attachment, it 
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was necossal'y to clamp the gages to the sw•i'ace oi' the 

sh~.ft during the dl•ying period. And also, heat treat-

ment was required to cure the cement to obtain a proper 

performance of the gages. 

The clamping devices are shown in Ic.,ig.9. Each clamp 

was composed of tbl•ee wooden blocks guided by two steel 

rods, a spring, and a C-clam.p. The wooden blocks were 

out to tit the cw•vatures of the circular shaft and the 

cra.nkweb to provide a uni!ormly distributed clamping 

pressuz·e on the gages. The spring was used to maintain 

a constant clamping pressure on the gages, and the c-
clamp was used to apply f oroe. 

The surf ace on which the gages were to be install-

ed was fil'st roughened by a medium grade emery pap.er, 

and then it was cleaned with acetone. .Ai'ter the suri'ace 

was cleaned and dried, a thin coat of Baklite cement 

was applied to the surf ace. The gages which wei·e also 

cleaned with acetone W8I"e then placed ovex· the cement. 

A piece of cellophane and a felt pad wer·e placed over 

each gage, and finally the clamping devices were applied. 

The heat treatment was carried out in an oven. The 

baking cycle was one hour at l75°F followed by two hours 

at 250°F and two hours at 330°F. 

(2) The arrangement of the oircu1 ts 1'or date. re-
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cording --- Th• circuits which were used for recording 

data are shown in Fig.lo. As shown in the figure, the 

leads 1'1,om the strain gages and the leads !'rom the pres-

sure indicator were first connected to a switch board, 

and then they were connected to the leads from the in-

struments to complete the proper circuit !'or the test. 

The switch board and the switches are shown in Fig.ll. 

They were designed to provide a quick operation. 

(3) The circuits !'or engine load and engine speed 

conrol The connections between the generator, the 

resistance racK, the rheostat, the recti£ier, and 

the control switches are shown in Fig.l~. As shown 

in the figure, when the switches are turned to the posi-

tions designated by (M), the circuit is used tor motor 

speed cont1·ol. When the switches are pushed to the 

positions designated by (L), the circuit is used for 

engine load control. 

( 4) The alignment of the trigge:a:ing device --- 'l'o in-

stall the triggering device a hole was tapped through 

the rim 01· the CB!mshai't pulley. The triggering pin 

which was made 1.'l'om the body 01' a machine screw was screw-

ed half way into the tapped hole. An angle plate was 

used. to support the 1nduot1 ve coil from the engine !'rs.me. 

Since the pin and the center of the inductive coil must 
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Fig. 11 The switch board 
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Generator 

To power line 
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Control switches 

Control 
rheosta 
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(M) Switch position for 
motor control 

(G) Switch position for 
engine control 
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+ - 24 v.dc 

Resistance lack 

The outlined circuit 

Fig. 12The connection of the electric circuit for engine 
and motor control. 

24 v. de 
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be aligned when the piston of the engine is at the top-

dead-oenter position, the corresponding position of the 

camsha.1't had to be determined !'1rst. This waa done by 

using a dial indicator. With the cylinder-head removed 

the dial indicator was mounted on the cylinder block so 

that the piston of the engine was in contact with the 

contact point of the indicator. By turning the crank-

shaft, the piston was b1·ought to the position corres-

,µondlng to the end of the compression stroke. Then, the 

cranksha.f t was turned slowly fo1·ward and backWard and 

was sto~ped at the ~osition at which th~ reading on the 

dial indicator was maximum. With the crankshaft held at 

this vositlon, the inductive coil of the triggering de-

vice· was adjusted to align with the pin. 

(o) 'l'he calibration of the instruments: 

The .following miscellaneous tests and calibrations 

were made on the apparatus and the instruments: 

(1) 'l'he calibr·e.tion of the pressure transduoe1"' 

AS previously mentionea, the pressW'e in the cylinder or 
the engine was sensed by a pressure transducer ana the 

magnitude 01' the pressure was indicated as the height 

of def'leot1on of' the pressure signal shown on the os-
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cillosoope. The relation between the height of deflec-

tion o1' the pressure signal. and the pressure acting on 

the pz·essure transducer was oalibz•ated by the use of a 

dead weight tester. 

The height of deflection or Lhe pressure sign~l 

shown on the oscilloscope was recorded for each known 

\.eight applied on the dtad weight tester. The corres-

ponding pressure was calculated for each of the weights 

applied. Then, Lhe calculated pressw·es were plotted in 

a curve against the recorded height of deflection. With 

this curve the cylinder pressure could be read directly 

from the oscilloscope. 

(2) The calibration of the engine speed against the 

setting of the control devices --- In orde1• to fa.c111 tate 

the control of the engine, the engine speeu at each 

setting of the t!u·ottling valve and the rheostat was de-

terw.ineu. l'hen, a dial indicating the engine speed 

was made and mounted on the rheostat so that a quick ad-

justment or the engine speed could be made. 

(3) The test of the ch8l•a.cteristic of' the trigger-

ing uevice --- This was done by chal·ging the voltage 

pulse generated by t.he inductive coil or tae trigge.cing 

uevice into the oscilloscope. The pattern o1' the voltage 
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pulse was observed and l'ecorded. 

(4) The setting 01' the recordiniS camera -- In 

order to obtain a clew· and sign11'icant picture of the 

signals shown on the oscilloscope, various combinations 

of the setting or the 1r1s diapbragzn, the exposure time, 

Wld the brightness of the signal were tried. The best 

combination was obtained with i;he iris diaphragm set 

at f = 4. 5. The scale light on the oscilloscope was 

set at about one-third of its waximum brightness and 

was left on i·or each aupe1-·-1mposed exposures. The set-

ting of the horizontal sweep time of the o athode-ray 

and the setting of the film exposure time were given by 

the followine; formulas. 

l 
Sweep time:. -----

N 
2X60 x w 

l 120 exposure time = ---= N N 
2x60 

where H engine speed x·pm 

N 
(seo/oml 

(sec/cm J 

w width of the scx•een 01' the oscilloscope = 15 om 

(d) The technique in trucing data: 

As pI' eviously mentioned the strn1n signal as shown 
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on the screen of the oscilloscope is in form or a curve, 

-and it was recorded by taking pictures or the screen with 

a specially adapted polaroiu-land oamex·a. The pz·ocedure 

ia briefly described as follows: 

Atter the apparatus, the circuits, and the instru-

ments were carefully checked, the oscilloscope and the 

amplifier were turned on for a warm up period1 then, the 

rectifier was switched on, and the switches in the 

engine control circuit were ~ushed to the "G" positions 

( see Fig.12 } to run the genex•a.tor as a motor. Driven 

by the t;i_;ene:rator, the engine was started after a tew 

revolutions. A• soon aa the engine was started, the 

switches in the engine contx•ol circu1 t wez·e pulled back 

ove1· the II ott" position to the "M11 position to put the 

generator and the resistance rack into a power absorb-

ing circuit. BJ controlling the rheostat and the 

throttling valve, the engine was brought to a steady 

speed. The engine speed was indicated and recorded 

with a hand tachometer. The en~£ine was kept running 

for a warm-up period while the leads from the pres21ure 

transducer were switched to the recording instruments. 

The signal corresponding to the cylinder pressure waa 

then observed on the screen or the oscilloscope. With 

adjustments made on the "Vertical Sensitivity•• control 

and the '•Vertical Position'' control, the signal was 
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brought to the center or the screen and was enlarged 

to the hightest rate of ampl1£1oat1on. Then, the engine 

was stopped. A1'ter the engine waa stopped, the signal 

shown on the oscilloscope was a horizontal straight 

line which corresponded to the zero strain axis. This 

line was recorded with the camera immediately. Then, the 

engine was started again and was kept running at the 

original speed. The exte1•nal triggering unit was switch-

ed on to take over the function of the automatic inte1·nal 

triggering unit, and a steady pressure signal curve was 

then observed on the oscilloscope. With the adjustment 

made on the •Horizontal sweep time'' control, the pressure 

signal was adjusted so that only a complete cycle of the 

cylinder pressure was shown on the screen. Then, with 

the camera still at its original position the p1•essw•e 

signal curve was recorded. Thia second exposure of the 

film was super-imposed on the first one. The leads 

from the pressure transducer were disconnected i'rom the 

amplii'ier and the ''Meaaure '' switch on the Bridge-Ampli-

fier was switched from the 1Measure 1 position to the 

1•calibre.tion '' position. A chopped calibration signal 

was then seen on tht:1 screen or the oscilloscope. Once 

again.the calibrating signal was recorded and super-

imposed on the i'irst two exposures. The camera was 
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then slipped trom its outer position to the inner posi-

tion to bring the second i'ilm into position for the 

next recording. 

With the engine still running at the original sveed 

the "Measure" switch was pushed back to the "Measure" 

·position, and the leads from the strain gages l,2,3, 

anQ. 4 were connected to the amplifier through the "Torsion 

circuit", ( see Fig.ll). The signal which was observed on 

the oscilloscope was then the tol'sional strain in 

the crankshaft. The signal was adjusted to the best 

position on the screen ·and was recorded by the camera. 

The engine was stopped. The internal triggering unit 

was switched on and the zero-strain axis was recorded. 

once again, the calibrating signal was brought in and 

recorded. The zero-strain ax.is ~nd the calibrating 

signal were suver-imposed on the strain signal. 

The first set of film which included two pictui•es 

each containing three su~er-imposed exposures was pull-

ed !'rom the reco1•ding posi tlon to the developing posi-

tion. The time required for development was 80 seconds. 

Then, the developed pictures were taken out trom the top 

ot the o amer a. 

The engine was started again and was kept running 

at the same load and enbine speed as the previous 



run. Then with the same procedure as previously des-

cribed, the leads tz•om the gages l, 2, 3, and 4 were re-

arranged and were connected to the ampl1.f1e1· tlu·ough the 

-"Benuing" circuit. The signal which indicated the bend-

ing stresses on the surf ace of the crankshaft was then 

observed on the oscilloscope. At'tei· the signal was ad-

justed so as to have the best position and the best 

-stage o.f ampl1.fioation, it was recorded with the camera. 

once again the calibrating signal was brought in and 

recorded. 'l'he engine was stopped and the zero-axis was 

recorded. 

The above procedure was repeated until all the strain 

signals from dittei•ent gages and from different circuits 

were recorded. Then~ the whole procedure was repeated 

.for dlf.f erent combinations o.f engine speeds and engine 

loads. 

A record of the successive torsional strain signals 

in a range of engine speed was also made. First, the 

engine was driven by the generator at the lowest speed, 

the camera was pulled up to its outer extreme vo3ition 

on the sliding mechanism, and a record o.!' the strain 

signal was made, Then, the engine wos allowed to run 

at a slic:;htly higher speed, the camera was moved inward 

about one tenth of the total distance between the outer 

and inner extreme positions, and the strain signal was 
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recorded. on th• same film. Once again, the eneine 

speed was increased sl1ghtl7 while the camera was moved 

further inward to record the signal. The procedure 

was repeated until the camera reached the inner extreme 

position. The film was then developed. 

2. Difficulties Encountered Uurin~ the In-

vestigation and How They Were Solved. 

It has been mentioned lry many users that small strain 

gages were difficult to appl7, and that certain techniques 

were required in applying small strain g~ges. Therefore 

two low cost strain gag3s were used to make a preliminary teat 

before the selected strain g&ges were applied. The preliminary 

test was hel~ful; it exposed certain points which had been 

over·-looked before the test. 

The main ditficu.lty waa that a considerable error of the 

s~rain signal was caused by electrical disturbance. The 

electrical disturbance included all the electrical inter.fer-

ence .from other equipment operating near the test apparatus 

and the electrical interterence trom the internal source--

the apparatus, instruments, and circuits. The internal 

source o.f disturbance was mainly the contact resistances 

between the slip-rings and the brushes of the slip-ring 

unit which was used to maintain an electt'ical contact be-
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tween the strain gages and the recording instruments. ~e 

disturbance .t1•om the external source was later reduced to 

a satisfactory level by proper grounding und shielding of 

the a_pparatus and the instruments. .However, the electrical 

disturbances fr·om the internal source posed a problem. 

As claimed by the manu.facturer, the previously selected 

slip-ring unit had an average noise level o.t l m.1111-ohm. 

The unit was considei~ed to be accurate enough since the strain 

gages had a change of resistance of o.o? ohm which corres-

ponding to a atresa of 2000 pounds pat• square inch. However, 

because the ent::.ine vibrated severely during the test, a 

high brush pressure was required and the slip-rings were 

worn rapidly. The noise level was increased to 13 milli-

ohms al.'ter a few hours operation. The test was thus dis-

continued until a satis:fe.ctory slip-ring unit was developed. 

The characteristics of various types of slip-ring and 

brush units employing the solid to solid conthct method 

have been reported by several investigators, (see Review ot 
Literature p.13), and the materials and required contact 

pressure for a satisfactory slip-ring unit were suggested. 

Howevez·, 1 t has also been mentioned that the noise ( the 

electrical interference ) could not be eliminated entirely 

because the noise was caused by the local oxidation and the 

wear of the contact sur.taces between the rings and the 
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brushes. It seemed to the writer that a liquid-to-solid 

contact method should be used in order to reduce further 

the noise ot the slip-ring unit. 

In the first attempt of developing a liquid-to-solid 

sli}J-l'ing, mez•cury was used as the intermediate medium till-

ing the space between a rotating ring and a stationary iron 

plate. A test on this unit showed that although noise 

still existed, the level of the noise was observed to be re-

duced in comparison to the noise of a solid-to-solid sl1~

r1ng unit. A comparison of the noise generated by a solid-

to-solid slip-ring unit to the noise generated by a liquid-

to-solid unit is shown in Fig. 13. From this figure it 1a 

obvious that the liquid-to-solid slip-ring would cause less 

error .n the strain signal than the solid-to-solid one. 

Since no previous investigation had been made on the 

liquid-to-solid type slip-ring unit, a series of improvement 

had to be make before a satistaotory one was obtained. 

Me1•cury was still used as the liquid medium in the slip-

ring unit because no chemical reaction occurs when two metal 

plates were br·ou_ght together. However, because of the high 

sur-i'ace tension of.' m.arcury it did not wet the metal surface 

well. As shown in Fig. l4(a) duf't was attached on the sur-

.fa.ce ot the metal plate and thus pro1:1ded a bad electrical 

contact. This di.t'ficult ·was solved by the method described 

below. 
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slip-ring unit (a) 

(b) Noi s e of the solid 
to solid co ntact 
slip-r ing unit 

( c) 

(d) 

Noi s e o: the liquid 
to solid co tact 
slip-rin ~ unit a t 
hi g h stage of 
mplifi ction 

Noi s e of the solid 
to solid oontnct 
slip-ring unit at 
high stag e of 
a 1p lification 

- - , - 1· - -~· 'T -- . r ;· I' . -. : I 

0~. -

(b)--~ 

(c ,..__ __ 

(d ) 

(e) 

(f) 

( g) 

( ) 

F ig.13 The characteristics of th e noi s e of th e slip-rin g unit e 
and the i ~nition unit of th e en g ine . 

-~ ·, 
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Plastic 

~Rotating 

Housing\~ 

metal plate 

etc. 

metal plate 

(a) 

Amalgam~ Rotating metal plate 

Dust, oxide, etc. 

'stationary metal plate 
Plastic housing 

Fi~.14 

(b) 

The effect of amalgam on the contact surfaces 
between the metal plate and the mercury. 
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81noe moat ot the aetala dissolve in aercur7 to tora 

a metallic solution, amelgam, a good electrical junction 

between a metal plate and mercury oan be acoompl1ahed by 

torming a layer of smalgaa between them. The tormation ot 

amalgam. depended upon the solubility ot the metal in the 

mercury. Some li~t metals auch aa sodium dissolve in the 

mercury easily while the heavier metals only dissolve 

slightly. Th• iron plates which were used to build the alip-

ring unit in the fir at trial wex·e replaced by copper plates 

beoauae ot the small solubility ~ iron in mercury. '!'he 

tormation ot a thin layer ot copper-mercury alloy on the aur-

tace ot the copper plate was achieved by dipping the copper 

plate into a mercuric nitrate solution (about 5-1~ b7 weight). 

Under chemical reaction, the mercury moleoulea in the solu-

tion were replaced by the copper molecules and were deposit-

ed on the copper plate. A layer of amalgam was tormed when 

aome copper molecules miXed with the deposited mercury. 

The result of the surt"ace treatment ia illustrated in 

Fig. l4:(b). It 1• obvious that a pe1·tect contact waa pro-

vided. 

The construction or the slip.-ring unit ia shown in Fig. 

15. Because the size ot the slip-ring unit was limited b7 

the available space, a complete seal between the rotating 

ahatt and each of the compartments containing the mercury 

could not be provided without d1ft1cult1es. After several 
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Leads to strain gages 

Mercury 

Bearing 

Leads to re-
cording ins-

---------'----~ · trumen t 

ring 
Copper plate 

Stand 

Fig.15 The Construction of the 'Solid to Liquid' sJip-ring unit 
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Fl6. /6 Tlte consfrucfioN (}/ .fhe t~id- f()- sc/;ci slifJ-ring uni6 

Flu. 17 The moonfinJ of lhe >o/:1-rtn:J untf.5 ro lite shaft 
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ditf erent designs of the housing had been tried, the con-

struction shown in Fig. 15 was finally used. Aa shown in 

the figure each or the compartments of the housing ia 

approximately halt filled with mercury. The housing ia 

connected to the shaft of the engine by a universal joint. 

As the en.::.;ine runs, the mercury is thrown against the inner 

sui•fece of the circular compartments ot: the housing. A mercury 

ring is thus formed in each compartme~ while the stationary 

copper plates work as the brushes. 

Some noise was still observed a1'ter a series of improve-

ments had been made on the liquid-to-solid slip-ring unit. 

However, satisfactory results were obtained by the application 

of this unit to the final test. The noise generated by this 

unit had a pattern similel' to a high frequency wave. As 

shown in Fi~. l3(g) the ef'f ect of the noise on the strain 

signal 1• similar to the effect of the carrier wave on a sound 

wave in a telephone line. The actual signal curve is 

therefore r·epresented by the neutx•al axis of the noise wave. 

The actual st1·ain curve was obtained by drawing the neutx·al 

ax.is oi' the noise wave, and the noise of 'the alip-ring was 

thus entirely eliminated. ( The noise generated by a solid-

to-solid slip-ring unit could not be eliminated in this way 

because 'the noise pattern was irregular). 

Several attempts were made to reduce the electrical 
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dieturbance caused by the ignition unit of' the engine. The 

disturbance was observed when the engine ran under its own 

powez•. ( The igni t1on unit was removed when the engine was 

driven by the generator ). The first record of the distur-

bance is shown in Fig. l3(e). As shown in the figure, a 

sharp jump of the strain signal occurred at the point 

where a spark was set off at the spar .ID-plug. The distur-

bance was studied by using four dummy strain gages ..i?laced 

near the active gages. Since the dummy gages were not sen-

sitive to the strain, the signal recorded from these gages 

showed the disturbance only. A record or the disturbance 

is shown in Fig. l3(f). 

The disturbance caused by the ignition unit was reduced 

slightly after shielding and grounding the entire ignition 

unit. However, the strength of the disturbance was still 

high and had a pattern as shown in Fig. l3(h). Since the 

distUI•bance was observed to have a steady pattern, the true 

str~in signals were obtained by substracting the noise signals 

1'rom the recorded strain sie:;nals. 



3. Th• Analytical Procedure 

(a) The Assumptions: 

In order to simplify the calculations the follow-

1ng assumptions we1•e made: 

(l) The .frictional forces were neglected. 

(2) The force acting on the main bearings of the 

engine wez•e assumed to be concentrated anu. acting at 

the center of the bearing. 

(3) The inertia masses o1' the connecting rod was 

equivalent to two concentrated maseas, one located 

near the pis ton, and the other at the o.enter of the 

crank pin. 

(4) At a given load and engine speed, the torque 

transmitted to the generator was nearly a constant. 

(b) The Sources of the forces acting on the crankshaft: 

The stresses in the crankshaft are induced by 

i'orces t"rom t'No sources. These forces are: 

(l) The external .forces acting on the crank-

shaft --- 'l'hese include the 1'01•ces fro111 the combus-

tion chamber tx•ansmitted through the connecting rod 

to the shaft, the inertia 1'orces of the piaton, the 

inertia force of the connecting z·od, the be&l•ing 

pressm·e, and the reaction torque fz·om the generator. 
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(2) The inertia fo1·ces of the crankshaft itsel.1' 

These include the centrigugal forces and the 

e!!ect of' vibration. 

'L'he calculations were started 1'1·om the powez• 

source -- The gas pressure in the combustion chamber. 

The cylinder pressure was obtained i'r·om a pressure 

transducer as previously mentioned, and the analytical 

.results wer·e obtained .t'rom the same engine condi t.i.on 

at Which the exper·imental results were obtained. 

(o) The Forces: 

As shown in Fig. 18 the cylindm• pressure, Pp' 

at a c1'ank angle 0 is obtained .from the recorded 

pressure diagrrun. Let Fp be the total force acting 

on the piston, and P'r be the total inertia force of 

the piston and the small end of the connecting rod. 

Fp and Fr are obtained :t'1•om the following 1'ormulas: 

whe:r·e A =- area of the piston 

N ::.. engine speed rpm. 

Fr :=. 9.06 x lo-6.x. r( cos a + o.28 cos 29 ) 

(see Appendix B ) 

Fr is added to FP·to obtain F5 , and i'b is a 

in. 

force of P8 acting along the a:;cis of the connecting 

rod. F0 ia the centrifugal £orce of the big end of 

the connecting rod and is obtained from the following 
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formulas 
-6 _ _2 

Fe-;. 3.48 x 10 x 1r ( see Appendix B ) 

Fn is the resultant .force ot Fb and Pc and is 

the total force acting on the crank-pin o.f' the con-

necting rod. Ft and Fa a1"e the tangential and the 

axial components ot FR. Rx, 17, Gx, and GY are the 

oearing reactions,, and T1 and T~ are the reacting 

torques. 

(d) The Calculation: 

With the magnitude of the cylinder pressure, Pp• 

at a given crank angle e and at a given engine speed 

being known, Fr and F0 were calculated by the above 

formulas, and FP' F8 , Fa, Ft' Fb, Rx, Ry• Gx 1 GY' etc. 
were obtained by graphical methods. Then with the 

£orces being known and the dimensions of the cranksha1"t 

being measured, tho stresses were calculated. ( See 

Appendix E, an example or the calculation ) • 

(e) The Curves: 
The calculations were repeated for each 01~ank 

angle ci.nd at several oombin& tions oi' engine loads 

and engine speeds. '.I'he stresses were then plotted 

on cui·ves against crank ruit:-;les and engine speeds. 

(1') The Natural Frequency of Torsional Vibi~ation: 

( See AppendiX D ) • 
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-- - d c i.-):.J 

T. 

Fig.18 Schematic drawing showing the forces acting 
on the crankshaft of the engine. 
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o. Results 

l. The experimental datas 

The strain curves and the cylinder pressure curves 

are shown in Fig. 19 to Fig. 20. The conditions at 

which the curves were taken are given in the following. 

Fig. l9(a) -- Cylinder pressure signal; engine was 

driven at 600 rpm; calibration setting 

l/5. 

Fig. l9(b) -- Torsional strain signal from strain gages 

loo a ted neaI· the !lywheel; engine was 

driven at 600 rpm; oalibration setting 

10. 

Fig. l9(c) -- Cylinder pressui~e signal; engine was 

driven at 1200 rpm; calibration setting 

l/5. 
Fig. 19 ( d) -- Torsional strain signal 1'1•om struin gages 

locuted near the flywheel; engine was 

driven at 1200 rpm; calibration setting 

10. 

Fig. l9(e) -- Cylinder pressure signal; engine was 

driven at 1800 rpm; calibration setting 

l/5. 

F1g. l9(f) -- Torsional strain signal i'I'om strain gage 
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located near the flywheel; engine was 

driven at 1800 rpm; calibration setting 

10. 

Fig. l9(g) -- Torsional strain signals from the gages 

located near the 1'lywh~el; engine was 

driven between 600 rpm and 1935 rpm. 

Fig. 20(h) -- Same as F1g.19(g) except that the sign~ls 

are more than a complete engine cycle. 

Fig. 20(1) -- Tensile strain signal from strain gages 

loc~ted near the flywheel; engine was 

driven at i:::;go rpm; oal1.brat1on setting 

10. 

Fig. 20 ( j) -- Bending a tl• ain signal from the gages 

located netU~ the flywheel; engine was 

driven at l6u0 rpm; calibration setting 

10. 

Fig. 20(k) -- Tensile strain signal from strain gHges 

located on the crankWeb; engine was 

driven at 1800 rpm; calibration setting 

1. 

Fig. 20(1) -- Bending strain signal from gages located 

on the crankweb; engine was driven at 

1935 rpm; calibration setting 2. 

Fig. 20(m) -- Electrical distw•ba.nce caused by the 
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ignition unit on the strain gages located 

near the i'lywheel; engine ran at 2730 rpm; 

calibration setting 41. 

Pig. 20(n) -- Torsional strain signal from strain gages 

located near the flywheel; engine ran at 

2730 rpm; calibration setting 41. 

It should be noticed that the signals were ampli-

tied at different rates when they were recorded; thus, 

the scales are not the same tor all ourvea. 

The scales of the curves were determined from 

the calibrating signals. The strain corresponding to 

the height ot the deflection ot the calibrating signal 

18 

(calibration factor)x(cal1brat1on setting) 
S:: · -- ff in/in 

number of active arms in the bridge circuit 

for example, the calibrating signal shewn in Fig. 19 

(b) has the following data: 

Thus 

Oal1brat1on factor =. 58 ( read from the chart on 
the Bridge-Amplifier) 

Calibration setting= 10 ( read from the Bridge-
Am.plitier) 

Number ot ao ti ve arms .:: 4 

b8Xl0 
S ::::: 4 = 145 fc 1n/1n 
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The oal1brat1on signal had a detleot1on or six di-

visions; therefore, each division corresponding to a 

strain value ot 24. 2 t-' 1n/1n. 

The pressure scale was determined from a calibration 

curve which gave corresponding values between the 

pressure and the height of deflection of the calibration 

signals, ( see .Article 2.c.(l) page 46. ). For example, 

the calibration signal in Fig. l9(a) has a deflection 

coz·respond1ng to a pressure of 140 lb./in~ The de1'leo-

t1on of the calibrating signal was three divisions 

high, thus each division corresponding to a pressure 

oi' 46.6 lb/in2 • 

2. The reproduction of the experimental curves: 

As previously mentioned in Article B. 2. page 61, 

the signals recorded from the instrument were combina-

tions 01· the strain signal,or the pressure signal, and 

the noise. 'l'he true strain, or the pressure signal 

curve wo.s obtained by drawing a fine line alor...g the 

neutral axis of the noise wave • 

.Af'ter the noise was elin1inatea, the strain curves 

were enlarged and were t1•ans1'ormed into stress curves 

by the relation that stress = strain x 30 x 106 ( tor 

steel). 

3. The oomparisonsa 
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( c) 
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( i ) 

( h) 

( j ) 

( k) ( m) 

.. 

Fi g . 20 Experiaantal ata -- st r a i n8 n d p ressure 



'l'he graphical comparisons of the experimental 

curves with the analytical curves are shown in Fig. 

21, Fig. 22, and Fig. 23. 
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IV THE DISCUSSION OP 1'HE R~ULTS 

The result of the experimental. part of the 1nTeat1-

gation was not aa satisfactory a• the writer had expected. 

Thia waa due mainly to high electrical disturbances from 

various sources which make it impoaaibl• to obtained very 

accurate results while using small strain gages. 'l'he 

effects of electrical disturbances from the aurroundinga 

were reduced with proper grounding and shielding of the 

instruments. , However, the electrical. disturbances caused 

by the communicating devices between the rotating gages 

and the stationary instruments were at a comparatiTely 

high level. They influenced the results directly because 

the communicating devices were connected in aeries with 

the strain gages. Although these disturbance were 

brought down to a lower level by the development of a 

solid-to-liquid slip-ring unit, they could not be eliminated 

entirely. Ftu·thermore, the strain g&ges located near the 

flywheel of the engine were subjected to a rotating electro·-

magnetic field,and the extremely high voltage generated by 

the secondary coil o! the ignition unit penetrated through 

the shields around the gages and the leads. All the attempts 

to eliminate this eftect tailed. 
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A possible way to reduce further the electrical dis-

turbance is to use large strain gages on the crankshaft. 

This increases the strength of the signal, ( or in other 

words, reduces the relative lev0l of the disturbance ), 

and would give better results. This is possible on a 

larger engine. 

Fo:r the stresses on the surface of the shaft near 

the flywheel the graphical comparisons, ( see Figs. 21 

and 22 ), show that the experimental curves and the ana-

lytical curves compared tavorably in magn1 tude and in 

the pattern. However, the analytical and the exper1menta1 

stresses on the crankweb could not be compared. As shown 

in Fig. 20(k) and Fig. 20(1) no obvious traoe of the 

atrain signals from the g~ges on the cra.nkWeb could be 

obtained. Th.is was due to the fact that the strength ot 
the signal from the gages lo.cated at this section was 

lower than the strength of the electrical disturbance. 

According to the analytical method the stress at this 

portion of the crankweb was 230 lb./in. 2 when the engine 

was driven by the generator, and 546 lb./in. 2 when the 

engine ran under its 1own power and drove the generator. 

The equivalent resistance change in each gage was 1.92 

milli-ohms and 4.48 m1ll1-ohms respectively. Th• 
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electrical distUDbancea under these two conditions wet'e 

equivalent to 3 mill1-ohaa and 9.8 m1111-obma, re•pectively. 

According to the original plan, the natural frequency 

of torsional Vibration ot the crankshaft WsS to be deter-

mined experimentally by running the ell[;;ine at a range of 

speed above and below the calculated resonance speed. 

However, the idea was abandoned later because the resonance 

speed waa too high and could not be reached. The natural 

frequency calculated analytically was 57,800 rpm. 

Some error was present in the experimental. result 

because of the electrical disturbance, and in the analytical 

result because of the simplification or the method. 
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Y. COHOLUSIOBS 

The rollowing conclusion• were drawn rrom the in-

vestigations 

l. It waa possible to determine the atrosaea on 

the surraoe or the crankshaft or an internal combustion 

engine by means ot electrical resistance strain gages. 

2. The stresses calculated by the analytical method 

closely coincided in magnitUde with the stresses deter-

mined eXperimentally, and the curves obtained by both 

methods we.r· e a1mi lar in their pattern. 

3. 'l'he stress on the surface ot the crankahatt near 

the f !ywheel was mainly due to the inertia ot the fly-

wheel. The magnitude of the stress depended upon the 

magnitude of the unbalanced torque between the input 

and the output torque and was only slightly influenced by 

the engine speed and the engine load. 
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VI. SUMMARY 

The objective of this investigation dealt mostly 

with the experimental determination or the stresses on 

the surf ace of the crankshaft of an internal combustion 

engine. The experimental results were compared with the 

results obtained by an analytical method to determine 

the agree~ent between the two. 

Stresses on the sur.face oi: the crankweb and on the 

sur.t'aoe o1' the shaft near the .flywheel we.r·e investigated. 

In the experimental method 1 the stresses were deter-

mined by the use of electrical resistance strain gages. 

The stresses induced on the crankshu1't by torsional loads, 

bending loads, and axial tru·ust loads were determined 

separately. 

Electr·ical communication between the rots.tine gages 

and the stationary recording instruments was provided by 

means of two slip-;ring uni ts. TWo special slip-ring uni ts 

employing the liquid to solid contact method were developed 

and used in the investigation. 

The analytical detw:·mination of the stresses was 

carried. out in a simplified v1ay with the formulas which 

were generally used in the field oi: intel'nal combustion 

engine design. 



Th• graphical comparisons or the results are shown 

in Pig. 21, Fig. 22, and Pig. 23. 



VII. REOOW4ENDATIONS 

With the experience gained in the investigation the 

following recommendations are suggested: 

l. Since the slip-ring unit is a preferable device for 

maintaining electrical contacts between the rotating 

strain gages and the stationary instruments, strain gages 

with the highest possible gage factor and gage resistance 

to reduce the relative noise level of the slip-ring should 

be used. 

2. The liquid to solid slip-ring unit which was de-

veloped and used in this investigation was recommended 

for only short periods of application. Further improve-

ments such as tho use ot different materials for the 

housing, using a complete seal, etc., will be required if 

the unit is to be used 1·or longer periods of investiga-

tion. 

3. The etched toil strain gages are recommended for 

stress analysis on sharply curved surfaces; for example, 

the stress concentration on fillets. Strain gages of 

this type are extremely flexible and are muoh easier 

than the wire gages to apply on a curved surf ace. 

4. A multi-channel recording instrument which can 

record several signals at the same time is preferable. 

Howover, 11" the instrument can on1y take one record .at 



a tiae, ( auoh aa the oac1lloacope used 1n thia 1n-

veatigat1on ), a switch ayatem should be used to save 

time and to assure correct conneotiona. 
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XI. APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

Specifioationa of the Eng1ne13 

Revolutions per minute -------------------------- 3,ooo 
.Hor aepow8l' _ .. ____ - ... ---- ·--- --- -- - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - --- - -- -1. 5 

Compression ratio -------------------------------- 5.5:1 
Torque ~------------------~----------------~-2.6 Et-lb. 

Number of cylinder' ----------------·------------------- 1 

Bore ----------~-------------------~--------------- 2 in. 
Stroke ------~--~-------~--~---~---~~-~--~~~~-~-~-1.75 in. 

Length of connecting rod, canter to center -----3.125 in. 

Radiua of crank arm --------------------------- 0.875 in. 

Weight of connecting rod ----------------------- o.18 lb. 
Weight of piston, complete with wriat pin, rings, 

etc. ---~--·---~-------~------------------------- 0.31 lb. 
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Appendix B 

Equations Used in Calculating Analytical Data 

l. Piston position with respect to crank angle: 

From Fig. 18 

iC = L cos p 
era = R cos e 
Dc' = L sin p = R sin 9 

Since 

x+ac+CCt.:: L-tR 

x + L cos p + R cos 9 = L t- R 

or 
x =L ( l - cos p ) + R ( l - cos 9 ) --------(l) 

Because 

L sin p = R sin 9 

sin p = R sin 0/L 

Prom basic trigonometric .functions 

cos p =< l - sin2e )i 
Therefore 

cos p = ( l • R2s1n2e/L2)i ----------------(2) 

By binomial theorem 

( l - R2s1n2e/L2 )i = 1 + R2sin2e/L2 

- R4s1n4e/aL4 + R6sin69/l6L0 + •••••···· 
Since the values of sin s and R/L are relatively small 

the terms - R4s1n4e/aL4 + R6s1n6e/l6L6 + •••••• can 
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be neglected without causing any appreciable error, 

then Eq.(2) becomes 

cos ' = l + R2s1n2s/2L2 

aubatitute it into Eq.(l) to obtain 

x := L ( l• l + R2s1n2e/2L2 ) + R ( l - cos 8 ) 

or 

x = R2sin29/2L + R ( l • cos 8 ) ---------(3) 
From trigonometric functions 

cos 2e = ain2e - coa2e 

= ain2e - ( l - s1n2e ) 
= 2 a1r..2e - l 

or sin2e = i ( l + cos 29 ) 

Eq. (3) becomes 
x ::: R2 ( l + cos 29 ) I 4L + R ( l - cos 8 ) - - ( 4) 

2. Velocity and acceleration or the piston: 

From Eq.{4) 

x = R2 ( l + cos 20 ) I 4L t R ( l - cos s ) 
Since 

v.=t and 

21TB 9 = 60 t Where V = 'l'he instantaneous Velo-

city of the piston in 

inches per second 
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ll = Angular ap eed of the 

crankshaft in revolu-

tion per minute 

t .=.Time interval in seconds 

if the engine runs at a constant speed, N 1a a con-

a tant, and 

or 

or 

d.9 = 21TN dt/ 60 

de/dt 2 N/60 
dx dx d8 2 ll d.x v- .__. - ,_.._._ = . -

- d t - da dt 60 d~ 

V-::. 2 '"N !!. (R2 ( l + cos 20 )/4L .+ R ( l - coss)J 
60 de 

21TN ( R4 
=- - - 2ain 29 - R sin 9 ] 

60 4L 

2rru ( 2 ] V:: 60 R sin B - R sin 29/2L -----------(5) 

Let A be the-instantaneous acceleration of the piston 

in inches per second 

A .: gx_ ::: Si_ , Qi.. = 91... g_1fl! 
dt d.9 dt de 60 

or 

A= 21l'N x .a_ ( R sin~ - R2sin 28 / 2L ) so de 
2 21fN = :~N ( R cos e + "f coo 29 ) 00 

or by further simplification 
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n2ir A= _R cos 9 + IL cos 29 ·--------------(6) 
900 L 

3. Inertia force due to reciprocating massess 

The reciprocating masses include the masses of 

the piston assembly and a equivalent mass ot the 

connecting rod. Without inc.ucing appreciable error, 

the equival.ent reciprocating mass of the connecting 

rod is taken as the mass of the small end of the 

connecting rod. 

Let Wr .:. the total masses in reciprocating motion. 

From basic dynamics 

Where Fr= the inertia force 

due to the recipro-

eating masses 1n 

pound. 

A .:: the acceleration of 

the reciprocating 

masses in inches per 

second per second. 

g = grav1 tational ac-

celeration 386.4 

inches/second/second. 

Substitute Eq.(6) into the above equation to obtain 
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{ cos e + ~ cos 20 ) 

With the following data: 

wr = 0.35 pound 

L - the length of the connecting rod = 3.125 ilil. 

R = radius of crank arm= O.d75 in. 

N ~ crankshaft speed in r.p.m. 

a = crank angle in degree 

Fr.:: a.06 x io-0 x 112 { cos 8 + o.28 cos 28 ) -- (7) 

4. Inertia force due to the rotating motion of the big 

end of the connecting rod: 

FI•om. basic dynamics the centrifugal :t'orce due to 

a rotating mass is given by the equation 

Fe= W: ( ~:)2R 
Where W0 ::: Weight of the big end of the connecting 

rod ::0.14 pound 

g = 386.4 in./seo./seo. 

R = radius of tlle crank arm = o.875 in. 

Subtituting the above known values in to the above 

equation to obtain 

-6 F0 = 3.48 x lO N2 -------------------------(8) 
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Appendix. C 

The property of the Wheatstone-Bridge Circuit 

A Wheatstone-bridge circuit is shown in Fig. 24. 

From basic physics, 

i 
_ Vcd 

i- , 1 _ Vcd 
2 -R1+R;;: R3 + R4 

= R1 Vcd 
R1 + R2 

R4 Vod 
vcb = 12 R4 -= 

R4 + R3 

Rl = vod ( R1 ~ 
T R~ 

Where Ycd= E 

-
] --------------(9) 

If, at the begining, the bridge circuit is balanced 

and the resistances R1 = R;e .= R3 = R4 = R , 

v00 = o 
Let Ri,R~,R3,and R4 represent the resistance of the 

strain gages l, 2, 3, and 4. Then, since the four gages 

have the same gage resistance when they ar·e not under 

strain, R1:: R2 = R3 = R4 = R, and V ab = o. 
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When the strain gages are under a load, the re-

sistances of the gages are changed. l.et the final 

resistance be: 

Rl = R +AR1 

R2 = R + 46R2 

R3 = R +.~R3 

R 4 = R +t:::.R4 

From Eq. (9) 

V = E [ (R t .6R1) (R +dl3) - (R 4- LlRi) ( R + bR~) 
ab (R +L> R1 + R t llR2) ( R t 6R4 t R+AR3 ) 

E 

The following cases are considered: 

Case l. All the four arms have the same resistance 

changes. 

V 'C'-· [ R(O) + 0 ] ab~a- -0 
, (2R +L1R1+L1R2) (2R -t R4 + R3 ) -

The bridge remains balanced. 

Case 2. Both the adjacent arms have the same resistance 

changes 

.6 R1:: ~ R2 

.6 R3 ~ LJ R4 
or 

.6 Rl = ~ R4 

A R2 = .1R3 
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The bridge remains balanced. 

Case 3. All the arms have the same magnitwie oi.' resistance 

ch~e but 1n dit'fe:L•ent directions 

.d Rl =- -6R4 

£::. Rz, ::: -A R2 

~ Rl = .6 R3 

..& RG =A R4 

From Eq.(10) 

Vab.=. E[R(ilRl +LlR1 +~R1 -+..6Rl) +l1R1i>R1 -~R1~Rl 
(2R +~Rl -'6R1 ) ( 2R I-~ R4 -6R4) 

E: 4RARJ. 
2 4R 

E: ~Rl 
R 

An unbalanced voltage ooours across the bridge 

circuit, and the unbalanced voltage 11 propor-

tional to the reaist~l?loe change in the strain 

gage. 

It' now tlle strain gages l, 2, 3, and 4 are cemented 

to a circular sha1't and the shaft is put under the forces 

as shown in Fig. 25, the resistance of: each gage ia changed. 
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'the resistance change are dependent upon the strains on 

the surf ace of the shaft at which the gages are located. 

As shown in the Fig. 2b the forces are composed ot 
a torque, a bending moment, and an axial. thrust force. 

The effect of each of the loads on the resistance 

changes in the gages is considered sevarately as follow: 

l. The torque force --- When the shaft is twisted 

by a torque, 

Gage l. is extended and R1 :::: R "' A Rt1 

Gage 2 is compressed and R2 = R + .6Rt2 

Gage 3 is extended and R3 :=. R + ~ Rt3 

Gage 4 is compressed and R4 ::: R + LJ Rt4 

Since the gages are under the same magnitude of strain 

and have the same gage factor,.6Rti=.6Rtz=..ORt3 =~Rt4, and 

this condition is the same as the Oase 3 as previously 
llRt described. Therefore, an unbalanced voltage VabrE fl 

occurs. 

2. 'J,1he bend4ng moment --- When the shaft ia bent as 

shown in Fig. 25, 

Gages l and 2 are compressed R1 :: R -~ Rbl 

R2 .: R -.:1 Rb2 

Gages 3 and 4 are extended R3 = R + ll Rb3 
R4: R + ~ Rb4 

Also sincefllRb1/ :/~Rb2/:::/ARb3/::-~Rb4/ ,thia condition 



is equivalent to Case 2 as previously described and the 

circuit remains in balance. 

c. The axial thrust --- When the shat't is compressed 

or extended by an axial force, all the gages have the 

same deoret1.se or increase in their resistance. ~hia 

condition coincides with Case l and thus no unbalanced 

voltage occurs. 

Conclusion: With the strain gages connected in the 

"heatstone-bridge as shown in Figs. 24 and 25, the bridge 

circuit is only sensitive to the torsional load. 
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Appendix D 

The Natural Frequency of Torsional 

Vibration of the Crankshaft 

l. The moment of inertia of each component of the crankshaft 

system: 

l. pully 

2.oamshaft 

3. gear/on crankshaft 

4. journal ( right end ) 

Moment or inertia ( x io-5) 
lb.-in.-sec. 

393.00 

121.00 

8.94 

5. crankweb and balancing weight (right) 102.27 

ti. crank pin 

7.big end of the connecting rod 

8. piston and small end ot connecting rod 

9. crarucweb and balancing weight (left) 

10. journal (left) 

11. cam. ( on crankshaft } 

12. shaft 

13. i'lywheel 

14. starting gear 

15. slip-ring attachment 

23.70 

27.80 

34.60 

99.81 

7260.tiO 

33.13 
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B. Inertia or the equivalent system, ( see Fig. 26 ): 

Ii.:: t{l) + t(2) + (3) + iC4).:: 138.3 x io·5 lb.-1n.-seo2 

I2 := J-(4) + (5) + (6) + (7) -t (8) + (9) -I i(lO) + i(ll) 

= 292.4 x l0-5 lb.-1n.-aeo. 2 

13: il(lO) + i(ll) + (12) + (13) + (14) + (15) 

= 7298.5 x io-5 lb.-in.-seo.2 

o. 'l'h9 length or the aha.ft of the equivalent systeuu 

The crankshatt was reduced to an equivalent 

shatt of one inch in diameter as shown in Pig. 26. 

D. 'l'he natural rrequency: 

The natural rrequency was determined by the 

rollowing equations: 
2 

( I1l1 + I2~2 -+ I3f?3) t-U = 0 

~~fl,- I~u2P: 
k tl 

f33 :: .82 - Iiu2BJ. 2 - I2 (Al ;Bg 
k t2 

Where Pis the maxim.un relative angular derormation 

in radians 

W"1s the natural rrequency of torsional vibration 

in radians per second. 

'I 1a the inertia in lb.-1n.-sec. 2 

ktis the torsional spring constant or the 

ahatt 1i.n lb.-in/radian 



ktl.::. 1T d4 G 
32 Li 

•104-

1T (l) 4.xl.2xl06 
- -------- .:: 2.26 x 105 

32 x s.21 

k _ 11 ( l) 4 x 12 x lO 6 

t 2 - 32.x 7.275 
5 - l,62 x lo 

Where d =diameter of the equivalent sha:tt{in.J 

G :: a cona tant 12 x 106 (lb/ 1n2 J 
L .:: the length of the equ1 Valent shaft (in. J 

The natural frequency is determined by tabulation 

as shown in Fig. 26. The solution is 

W == 6051 (radians/ second ] 

The lowest natural frequency of torsional 

vibration is 
60W 

N= 2-zr 
60 x 6051 = 57 ,aoo rpm. 

2 1f 

The first order of resonance occurs at 

2N = 115, 600 rpm. 



I 
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J;k_~~ I~1fi__ 1 l()'l. ~ I4J,~ °5 I tAJ "!-l ..../-c 

SPb~ /1)4 I StJ6X 104 5.1Jbx104 c.Zt. xto> /J.~Z5 

/t:J. 7J<. f0~ tJ. 77' 8:3xto+ /3.36x/o4 /,621</IJS £1.826 
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-· -- -------· ----- ·-- - -·---· ·-. ..... ------ ·----- -- .. ·-~ ·---·-

6/0o ttSO 16 zoo ;r;, 
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I 
I 

I 1-
-/J. /t/IJ 

Fi_j 26 The tlf'eternur1a/;t?n tJ/' rAe nafura/ /;£''t1Vt''7f'/ 
or fdr5/tJrtal VIPrt::tfitm 
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Appendix E 

An Example or the Analytical Method 

l. Data 

Engine specification -- Given in Appendix A 

Engine speed --- 1800 rpm. ( driven b7 the generator) 

Cylinder pressure --- Given in Fig. 27 

Cross sectional area of th• crankWeb ( out across 

at the center of the strain gages) ---- 0.846 1n2 

Diameter of the shaft at which the gages were 

located ------- 11/16 in. 

2. Equations: 

Inertia .t'oroe of the reo1procat1ng masses 

Fr.: 9.02 x io-6xN2 ( oos e + o.28 ooa 29 ) -- (7) 

Inertia forces or the big end of the connecting rod 
2 -6 

N x 10 --~-~~~----~--~~-----~- (8) 

3. Procedure and Solutions: 

(a) The gas pressure force: 

The cylinder pressure at each crank angle,e, is 

given in Fig. 27. Since the total force acting on 

the top or the piston is 
'1f 2 ,,. 2 

i'p=4( bore) XPp=,-(2) Xpp=71'Pp 

the Fp vs. 9 curve is thus obtained from the Pp vs. 

0 curve by changing the original soale to a new aoale. 
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original scale: l in.: 38.l lb/in2 

Hew scale: l in • .::: 3ti.l x1f= 122.5.lb. 

(b) Th• inertia force of the pi a ton and the small 

end of the connecting rod: 

From Eq. (7) the inertia 1"01 .. ce of tho rec1pro-

eating masses ia 

Fr.= 9.02 x io-6x 18002( ooa 9 -t o.28 coa 29 ) 

; 2.91 ( cos e + o.2d coa29 ) lb. 

Fr can be calculated from the equation for each 

value of e or can be obtained by the graphical method 

as shown in Fig.28. Fr was then plotted against 9 

(c) 1he resultant force ot FP and PP: 

FP and Fr are combined to obtain F 8 by the 

graphical method. 

{d) The force acting along the axis of the connecting 

rod:._ 

The force F 8 1a separated into two forces Pb and Fw 

by the graphical method as shown in Fig.18. Fb 1a the 

force acting along the a.xis of the connecting rod. 

(•) 'l'h.e inertia .force of tho big end ot the. 

conneot1ms rods 
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From Eq.(8), the inertia force is 
-6 2 F0 .: 3.48 x 10 x 1800 .: ll.28 lb. 

(1') Th• i'oroes acting on the crank pin: 

As shown in Fig. 18, the forces Fb and F0 are 

combined to obtain FR. Tb.en, PR is separated into 

a tangential force Pt and an axinl torce Pb. 

'the 9rocedure was repeated tor each crank angle 

8, and then Ft and Pb were plotted in curves against 

8. The same scale is used tor all the force vectors 

and the force coordinates. 

(g) The stresses on the surface oi' the crank\Veb: 

The stresses at the area at which the strain 

gages were located Bl'e caused by the !'orces shown 

in Fig. 29. Let Fb be the inertia force due to 

the masses or the crank pin and the masses of the 

upper part oi' the 
F = 0.141 ( 

d 32.2 

webs. 
2xlBOO ) X O.cl75.::: ll. 5 lb. 

60 

The f'orces Fb and Pd are assumed to be equally 

divided and taken by the two webs. 'l.1he axial load 

on each web is than equal to 

F w :. ~ ( Fb + F d) 

The Fw vs. 8 curve is obtained from the Fb vs. 

a curve by reducing the force scale to one halt ot 
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the original. scale and by moving the zero-axia by 

an amount equal to F d• 

The stress caused by the force Fw is 

s .. :: F.f A 
::. Fwf 0. 846 

The Sw vs. 9 curve is then obtained from the Fw 
vs. 9 curve by changing the force scale into a stress 

scale •. The stress scale ia 
122.5 2 

l in • .:: ----- = 72.5 lb/in 
Oei:346 x 2 

The stress due to the bending moment ( oaused by 

the force Ft) is equal to 

st:: 611/bh2 

= 6'1'1/0.74 (l.13) 2 

::= 6.34 '1'1 

Where M =-Bending moment= T1 ::: Ft x o.875 

b::: thickness of the crankweb = o. 74 in. 

h =width ot the crank:Web= l.13 in. 

The St vs. 9 curve is obtained from the T1 vs. 

9 curve by changing the force scale to a stress scale. 

The stress scale is 

1 in. = 6.34 x 122.5 x 0.875 = 680 lb/1n2 

'.rhe crankwebs are also subjected to bending moment 

and the torque as shown in Fig. 29,, but the strain 

gages were located at the neutral plan of the 
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bending moment and the torique and thus are not 

sensitive to these loads. 

(h) 'l'he stresses on the shaft near the flywheel: 

The torque imposed on this section of the shaft 

is a part of the driving torque. From Fig. 18 

i\ x R :: T =Tl - T2 
Accordihg to the assumption that tho torque T1 

is a constant at a given speed and load 0£ the engine, 

the T2 vs. 9 curve has the aame pattern as the Ft v& 

e curve since R is also a constant. When the engine 

drives the generator, the torque T1 is equal to the 

mean torque because the flywheel does not consume 

any power. When the engine was driven by the generator, 

Ti equals to zero since no power is generated or con-

sumed by the gas in the cylinder of the engine, ( the 

pumping work is negligible ) , and therefore T2 = T 

'l'he T vs. 9 curve is obtained from the Ft vs. 9 

curve by changing the force scale to a torque scale. 

The torque scale is 

l in. -::.122.5 x o.875=107 1n.-lb. 

The T2 vs. 9 curve is the same as the T vs. 9 curve 

when the engine is driven by the generator. 

When the engine drives the generator, the T2 va. 

0 curve is obtained from the T vs. 8 curve by moving 
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up the zero-axis by an amount equal. to the mean torque 

T1• 

to 

The shear stress due to the torque T2 is equal 

S8 .: 16 T<t/ Tf d3 .: 15. 7 T2 
Where d ::o diameter o! the sha!'t 

:= ll/16 in. 

'I'he S8 vs. e curve is obtained trom the T2 vs. e 
curve by changing the torque scale to a stress scale. 

The stress scale ia 

l in.= 107 .x 15.7 = 1680 lb/in2 

'rb.e principle stress on the surf ace of the shaft 

due to a pure torsional load is equal in magnitude 

to the shear stress and is at a 45° angle from the 

axis of the shaft. 

The stress due to the axial load and bending load 

is zero sino~-no axial rorce and bending moment 

are a.c ting on the shaft. 
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FIG 29 The fOYt'es and rite sfr~s5es 1/V fhe cranl< weh 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to study the degree ot aoouraoy with which 

the analytical methods used 1n crankshaft design would 

predict the actual operating stresses in the oranksha.t't 

of an internal combustion engine, electrical resistance 

strain gages were applied to the accessible parts or the 

crankshaft of a single cylinder gasoline engine to senae 

the aotural operating strains. From the recorded strains 

the operating stresses were determined and were compared 

to the analytically determined stresses. 

oscilloscope and camera were used as the indicating 

and recording instruments wb.ile simplified tormulas 

were used in the calculations. Stresses at various engine 

speeds and engine loads were determined by both methods 

and were plotted in curves against engine speeds and 

crank angles. 

In the graphical comparisons the stresses determined 

by using electrical resistance str~in gages agreed well 

with the stresses obtained analytically. 
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